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Staying up to date with world events and constantly changing political boundaries is easy with Rand

McNally's World Wall Map. Our world wall map changes as the world does, and frequent updates

and reprints assure you that accurate information available. This eye-catching wall map's

combination of bold colors and detailed cartography make it a handy reference piece that's sure to

stand out in any home, classroom, or office. This map looks great framed, too. Gall Stereographic

projection, which shows countries and continents truer to their relative size Map centered on Africa

allowing viewers to see continents complete and intact Color-matching relief to show mountain

ranges and other elevation changes Clearly labeled country and city names for easy location

Latitude and longitude indications Compact folded size for easy storage when not on the wall

Series: M Series Map of the World
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I figured anyone else who looked at this would want to know the size of the map is 50" x 32". It is

folded and not laminated. The map fits well on a hallway bulletin board.

The content of the map is excellent. The text is readable and a high volume of information is

included for the size. The map arrived folded and, in much the same way as with folded wrapping

paper, the creases remain. The map has hung on the wall for a week to let gravity do its job, so the

creases that do remain are likely to stay. The description didn't say whether it would be folded or

rolled and there was not a picture, so please be aware that the map is folded.*8/8/2015 update - the



description has been updated since I wrote this review in 2011 to provide additional data. Nice to

know that these reviews make a difference. The creases did remain.

I bought this and the mcnally USA wall map at the same time. I didn't really pay attention to the fact

that one was coming folded and the other rolled. So I'm not counting stars off for my folly. However I

did want to mention that if you are looking for a wall map get the rolled version. The folded version is

a wonderful idea for a large map that could be gotten out to look at on the floor, then stored easily in

a drawer or folder the rest of the time.The stars off are for the quality. If you buy this do not spend

over $5 on it (unfortunately I did). That is the top cost I feel is warrented for the quality of this. It is a

good size. However it is basically printed on a large peice of cheap copy paper That's the

thickness/durability and feel of the paper. There is absolutely no pretense at lamanation on this. I

bought clear contact paper to put over it, which is a workable solution.I bought this for our

homeschool classroom, and while I appreciate having cost effective options, in hindsight I would

have spent a bit more on a lamanated option that was rolled for our wall map choice.This is still a

nice choice for an easily stored, large world map- as long as the price point is met. I would not

suggest the folded version for framing or otherwise displaying on the wall.

This is a very nice large map with lots of detail. I bought this to use in our homeschool classroom

and am very pleased with it. It's easy for the kids to pick out the different countries.

As described, it's big, paper and colorful. For no additional charge they even printed the country

names, a compass rose, scale and lattitude / longitude lines. Just to ensure it does not fail to catch

your eye, it also comes with deep creaes from the folds. Enjoy, I am.

The map is just the size that I wanted, and it's amount of detail per country was ideal, but it came

folded up, which I was not expecting. However, when spread out and framed, the folds are hardly

noticeable. Overall satisfied!

I gave the map five stars because it's big and detailed. It's big enough to cover a bulletin board. I

use it as a learning tool for my students. I write information from any country we read about or

research on a sticky note and place it on the map. Now my students are "globally aware" of their

surroundings. I would recommend this map for any classroom teacher.



I love geography and like to have a map handy to look up places around the world. This is a nice big

map, fits well on my office wall and it is colorful and well laid out. I use pins to point out a few

locations I have traveled to and also to highlight areas of interest (for example far flung regions that

suddenly because headline news for one reason or another that nobody seems to have heard on)A

decent buy for the price!
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